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Raised by women in a warzone. Failed A-level student. Immigrant. These labels have been applied 
to me; and none of which I would use myself. My natural interests are people, ideas and planning.  
I have been shaped most by the people I have encountered, and I am indebted to them.  I 
passionately believe we are all ‘works in progress’; and that our potential is greater than we think.  I 
look forward to learning more and meeting new people.  My Christian faith provides the foundation 
for my values and being respectful to others is central to how I view the world. 

I left Zimbabwe at 18 to join the British Army and commissioned into the Royal Engineers a few 
years later.  As a troop commander in Northern Ireland I spent most of my time on construction or 
public order operations.  Switching to Germany to command the Power Troop in the Headquarters 
of the Allied Command Europe Rapid Reaction Corps took me on the first deployment to Kosovo.  
As a battle group engineer I was busy on exercises in the UK and Canada, and a second tour of 
Kosovo.  Although based in Germany as the operations officer for 21 Engineer Regiment the key 
deployment was to Lancashire during the fire-fighter strikes.  I then switched to be the Adjutant.   

As a major I worked in the Ministry of Defence and the Army Headquarters before a brilliant time 
leading 31 Armoured Engineer Squadron on exercises in Germany and operations in Iraq.  Being 
the deputy chief of staff for 4th Mechanised Brigade was an incredible amount of work and 
enormously rewarding.  Exercises in the UK and Canada and operations in Afghanistan were the 
key activities.  They key highlights were the amazing teams I was part of.  Because of their 
incredible support I was lucky enough to be awarded the MBE.  Staying in the Field Army for my 
next post in Headquarters 3 (United Kingdom) Division was a real joy.  After the Advanced 
Command and Staff Course I spent two years in the Army HQ writing concepts on the future of 
warfare and the Army.  Commanding 32 Engineer Regiment initially in Hohne, Germany and then 
in Catterick, North Yorkshire was incredible; with deployment in Canada, Cyprus, the Falkland 
Islands, Germany, Spain and Kenya – not to mention the flood responses in North Yorkshire.  
Returning to the Army Headquarters in 2016 as a colonel I led a team driving forward the Army’s 
research and experimentation programme; robotic and autonomous systems and designing the 
Army of the future.  I was fortunate to attend the Higher Command and Staff Course in 2018.  

Since August 2019 I have the privilege of being the head of profession for the Royal Engineers and 
the Commandant of the Royal School of Military Engineering Group.  The Group delivers training 
for leadership, combat and artisan skills of the Royal Engineers; search, explosive and ordnance 
disposal; counter-chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear, military working animals and Army 
musicians.  Each year approximately 10,000 personnel from across Defence and over 100 animals 
pass through the Group’s schools and units.  Part of the Group is supported by a highly successful 
£3.2bn, thirty-year public-private partnership. 

Having travelled thousands of miles to the United Kingdom I met and married someone from my 
home town.  We have two fantastic children, both who board to avoid the disruptions of our 
frequent moves. I enjoy keeping in reasonable shape and this is now mainly through running with 
our dog or cycling.  I love watching rugby and drinking good coffee to compliment great 
conversation.  


